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New York Times bestselling author and artist James Dean brings readers a new story about the most
gallant cat around—Pete! This time Pete is a knight on an adventure to save a pal in Pete the Cat: Sir
Pete the Brave.

When Lady Callie, the most awesome harpist in all the land, goes missing, it’s up to Sir Pete to save her. But
when he ends up trapped in a dragon’s lair, Lady Callie might have to do the saving.

Pete the Cat: Sir Pete the Brave is a My First I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for shared reading
with a child.
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From Reader Review Pete the Cat: Sir Pete the Brave (My First I
Can Read) for online ebook

Caspette says

The I Can Read versions of Pete the Cat are cute and great for new readers transitioning across to chapter
books.

My son really enjoyed this book, he was able to read it almost completely unassisted.

The story follows Pete who sets out to rescue Lady Callie from the dragon. I liked the twist that Lady Callie
didn't need to be rescued and how Pete resolved the issue.

Another good book in this series.

AMY says

Cute, short and fun. This time Pete is a knight going to save Callie (a girl cat) from a dragon. But is the
dragon really a foe? This is a fun story. Recommended for grades K-2.

Cara Byrne says

Pete the knight attempts to save the day with a twist. Even though Callie eventually tries to save Pete, this
book wasn't original or funny enough to warrant a high star rating that other Pete the Cat books get easily.

Darin Johnston says

A little silly, but it's a beginning reader of a Pete the Cat book, what do you expect? "Sir Pete" has to rescue
the fair Lady Callie from the dragon. This dragon places a spell on everyone and takes Callie away, but Pete
catches up to him, and tomfoolery ensues.

4 stars, because while it's a Pete the Cat book, there's no singing, just the harp being played. If I see a Pete
the Cat story, I want some bouncy tune while I'm reading! :)

Darinda says

Pete the Cat is Sir Pete the Brave in this book. This groovy knight must rescue Lady Callie from the dragon.

This is a My First reader, and is good for beginner readers. Basic sentences and colorful illustrations.



Jordan Kinser says

I don't think this is the best Pete the Cat book, but I enjoyed it. Knights, dragons, adventure, and a surprise
ending are what make this book great. A fun read for any students interested in castles or the middle ages.

Desiree Sotomayor says

I thought this would make a good book for the kids' book club given everyone's love of dragons & Pete the
Cat...also a silly twist ending.

Cara says

Not as good as some of the other Pete the Cat books I've read to my son, but he liked it well enough since it
had a dragon in it.

Courtney Umlauf says

Sir Pete the Brave goes off to rescue Lady Callie from the clutches of a fearsome dragon. But is he really
dangerous? Or just misunderstood?

If you like the picture books featuring Pete the Cat, check out this early reader series featuring the same
hilarious feline. Colorful pictures and simple but fun writing make these great for emergent readers.

Rebekah says

I see this illustrator has made several of these books and I read this to my kids. Great for the, learning to read
but the pictures didn't go with what the author wrote, the cat looks absolutely bored and I'm not of fan of
these illustrations. Needless to say I hated the book. Lol but that's just me..

Heather says

Pete the Cat: Sir Pete the Brave by James Dean is part of the Pete the Cat series of young readers books that
tells the story of Sir Pete, a brave knight, who goes off to save Lady Callie from a dragon. The ink and
watercolor drawings depict Pete the cat and other characters in a simplistic cartoon fashion. This story is
intended for emergent readers simple sentences and vocabulary as well as an easy to follow linear plot line.



Lindsey Bishop says

Good book, shows kids to be brave.

Jessica says

Not one of my favorite Pete books, but still cute book to read to my son.

Becky B says

Sir Pete is off to rescue Callie from the dreadful dragon who kidnapped her. Only to find out that's not quite
the story.

A fun knight and dragon story with a clever twist. Pete the Cat readers definitely earn points for being more
entertaining than the average leveled reader.

Tim says

Pete bravely confronts the dragon to save the princess...but the situation is not as it seemed.


